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Visual Map - Presentation

Close quote

Pre-close offer

Consult, examination, x-rays for $25

This talk:

Same thing, but $50

That’s usually $210 in my office

Body

Impact of the problem

Forward head posture causes neck pain: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26182924

Bad posture decreases productivity: http://www.ehstoday.com/health/bad-posture-habits-
lead-decrease-productivity

Bad posture affects mood
https://www.fastcompany.com/3041688/the-
surprising-and-powerful-links-between-posture-and-
mood

Health hazards of sitting https://www.washingtonpost.com/apps/g/page/
national/the-health-hazards-of-sitting/750/

Poor posture and asthma https://circleofdocs.com/studies-link-poor-posture-
and-asthma/

Bad posture and migraines https://www.migrainekey.com/blog/how-posture-
affects-migraines/

Bad posture and headaches https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC3201065/

Bad posture (dowager hump) affects mortality https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC2907357/

and Research confirms that bad posture can 
cause several conditions

quick story - I had a patient that.....

Cause of the problem
that are many causes of bad posture

seating

texting

repetitive movements

looking at the screen

traumas

posture in the office

how people try to deal with the consequences 
of bad posture

     1) do not do anything, because they have not 
felt anything yet it is not about feeling it is about function

     2) take pills

     3) the fix the problem

Solution You have to have a normal spine to protect your 
NS and the function of your body

How the solution works tips

Some things that you can do to prevent future 
damage are

stretching

strengh

office exercises

There are some things that you  can you to prevent 
future damage in your spine and nervous system, 
they will not  they will correct the damage

let’s say you eat a lot of sugar and you have a lot of 
cavities. One thing that you could to in the future is to 
diminish sugar, but it will not stop your teeth with 
cavity from getting worst.

The problem

Bad posture is bad for your health and for you to 
understand why, you have to understand how 
body functions. What controls every single 
function of your body?

NS chart - important

brain

spinal cord

nerves

organs

spine

Bad posture creates pressure on the nerves AND 
impact the communication between the brain and 
the body, the ultimately leads to disease

Easy to understand  - spinal prop

healthy or sick?

healthy or sick?

healthy or sick?

Proof that the solutions works

and to fix the problem you have to address the 
cause, know how your posture and your NS is 
functioning right now...for example

Patient 2

Patient 3

Patient 1

Pre-frame

Content and why

Participation pre-frame

Story to help frame bad posture = bad health

True or false quiz

Opening series of questions

4 parts
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